Appendix: the tabulating data

Obama can get his groove back in 2014
History suggests
it is tough for
Here are five ways

Open up the wagons
Ingrained habits are hard to change
old incumbent isn’t going to transform himself
Katie Fallon starts congressional liaison
has a wideranging portfolio
some Democrats say
is that White House Chief realizes
The goal of 7 million enrollees
There must be a substantial number says
to keep the support of the insurance
the white House can do to neutralize the issue
The president’s camp knows
it needs to put the Republicans on the defensive
The improving economy affords
the president an opportunity to challenge Republicans on income
White House resistance persist, look for more problems
the incongruity of the recovery is beyond dispute
Obama’s automobile industry rescue czar
is genuine progress
he may appreciate
elevate a president’s popularity
the president is devoid
the psychology and perceptions may matter a lot.
The odds remain against a real recovery
Obama may not be so lucky next time.
a president’s control can shape his destiny
president to rebound
The economy will be critical
Will the president listen to them in the crunch?
It will be instructived
Podesta will be limited to energy
The critical question in 2014 will be tapped to run the entire program
and controversies that will make the website
Critics will yell about class warfare
and controversies that will make the website
Critics will yell about class warfare
The critical question in 2014 will be tapped to run the entire program
Obama could defy
his insularity hurt him last year
the White House initially suggested
Reagan’s administration was the most effective occupant of that position
Obama had to enlist the website
Team Obama last year was Secretary of state John Kerry
was well documented
Barack Obamahad a miserable 2013
his public standing plummeted.
a conflict could undermine him
Syria’s chemical-weapons stockpile was more due to luck
The outcome was much better
the Iranians would be one such success conceivable
The president and Democrats are paying a huge price
there have been three important additions to the White House ranks